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This Spring I published the fourth edition of Business Process Change. I wrote the
first edition of this book in 2002 and published it in early 2003, at the same time that
I launched the www.bptrends.com website. The website was originally intended to
be an extension of the book, providing a way for me to update the book and provide
additional information to those who read the book. As often happens, the website
took on a life of its own and became a more general place for people to publish and
exchange information on process work, and I’ve been happy to see it grow and
prosper over the past decades.
When I sat down to write the first book, I was impressed that no process books
seemed to cover the whole range of options. There were books on the problems of
automating business processes, there were books on Six Sigma, and there were
books on how to improve human performance in processes, but nothing that seemed
to pull together all the options and suggest when a specific approach might be most
productive. I tried to write such a book – a book that could serve as a handbook for
a business process practitioner and provide the practitioner with information about
all the options and what worked best when. The book was received with quite a bit
of enthusiasm.
Just after my book came out, however, Howard Smith and Peter Finger published
Business Process Management: The Third Wave. Their book focused on the use of
the Internet and associated software techniques to model business processes and
then automate them. There were already many software tools on the market to do
process modeling or workflow, but a new class of BPM software tools attracted a lot
of new attention and a period of active business process enthusiasm ensued. A new
set of conferences sprang up to cater to people who wanted to learn about Business
Process Management Software. The interest encouraged the growth of the BPTrends
website and the sale of my book, as well as Smith and Finger’s book.
In the course of the next few years, the interest in process change grew rapidly and
we expanded the website and began to offer training courses that taught the process
development methodology that I’d introduced in the book.
I prepared a second edition of Business Process Change in 2007. In the second
edition I rearranged the content to better reflect the courses we were offering In
developing and teaching the courses I’d learned a lot about how to order the analysis
of business problems and how to choose among intervention options and I tried to
capture that information. I’d worked with Roger Burlton on the training courses and
learned the value of a variety of new techniques that Burlton had developed. We’d
also learned a lot about the difference between working with companies on process
improvement and working on higher-level process architecture issues and tried to
capture that as well. In addition, of course, the field was developing rapidly and I
tried to keep the book comprehensive by adding more options and techniques.
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Things proceed as they had and I prepared a third edition of Business Process
Change in 2014. The third edition was primarily focused on adding lots of specific
new techniques. I also worked to add an elaborate new case study to show how all
the techniques might be integrated in actually dealing with a complex process
problem.
I began preparing a fourth edition a couple of years ago and published it in the
Spring of 2019. The fourth edition recognized that the book was increasingly being
used by college students, that it required lots of corrections about specifics, and new
references, etc. By 2019 the interest in BPM software had died down and companies
were more interested in other aspects of process work – specifically the use of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques and “dynamic” techniques that made it easier to
modify processes during execution – and I tried to add an introduction to those
topics.
I tried to eliminate some information from each edition, but, in fact, each has grown
larger, making it a better handbook, but a bit harder to simply read as an
introduction to the field of process change.
Business Process Change records almost 20 years of change in the process
environment. In essence, process has evolved from a field dominated by the
practices used by a variety of consultants hired by companies when faced with
specific problems to a profession, taught in college, and managed by professionals at
companies. An increasing number of those professionals are found in IT
departments, but others are scattered in operations, human resources and in
corporate and divisional BPM groups in large organizations.
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